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The January Barometer 
 
As the first month of 2014 is now in the books, we will be reading and 
hearing about the January effect and how goes the month of January, 

goes the year. 
 

Last month was the first down month since last August, so let’s just 
say we were due. Most North American indices were down 4-5% for 

the month, which was the first down January since 2010. Many market 
participants will be tempted to fret about how January predicts the 

year, especially after coming off the best yearly gain in 16 years on 

the US indices.  
 

The January barometer has been right in 62 of the last 85 years, or 
73% of the time. Since 1929, the index followed January’s lead 80% of 

the time when it finished positive, and 60% of the time when it 
finished negative.  

 
The chart below tracks back to 1979: 

 



 
 

More recently, in the past 35 years, the S&P 500 followed January’s 
direction 25 times (71% of the time). However, logically, this statistic 

is skewed by the fact it includes January in that full year performance. 

We are already down 4-5% for 2014.  
 

That would mean a year like 1987, where January was +14%, but 
after the October crash finished just +2% on the year, so following 



January’s lead would have yielded a 10% loss! (Yet the stat would 

count as a positive for the year). 
 

Using recent data back to 1979, the S&P 500 rose in 23 out of 25 
Januarys. Over the next 11 months, markets were up 19 of 23 years 

kicked off by winning January’s (83% batting average). But in the 12 
years when the markets fell in January, the market followed its lead in 

only 4 years (just a 33% success rate).  
 

So looking at that data, one would deduce that positive January’s 
prove to be a great barometer, negative ones not so good.  

 
I’ve already stated I expect 2014 to be an “ok” year, maybe in the 6-

9% range, but with a lot more volatility (which we’ve already seen). 
Using another “barometer,” the Presidential cycles, we are in year two 

which tend to be sloppy. If we can get through 2014 AOK then we go 

into the last two years of the cycle which tend to be the best ones for 
equities.  

Stay tuned, 
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